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Inductive pickups in the electric guitar 

1. Identify which parts of the electric guitar near the pickups are “magnetic” (ferromagnetic).  You 

can use a permanent magnet to test each part. 

 

To identify a soft magnet: soft magnets are attracted to both the north pole and the south pole 

of a permanent magnet – the N/S poles in the hard magnet create N/S poles in the soft magnet.  

Hard magnets have fixed N/S poles, and will either attract or repel  another permanent magnet 

depending on whether their N/S poles are aligned or antialigned. 

 

a. Which are “hard” (permanent) magnets? 

b. Which are “soft” magnets?  (like iron?) 

c. Which magnetic objects are relevant to the signal transduction? 

 

2. Using iron filings in a plastic cup, determine (and & sketch) the magnetic  field lines, or lines of 

force , above the pickups.   Where are they strongest (densest filings?)  Slide the cups along the 

strings to help you visualize the fields.   

 

3. Quantify the magnetic fields at the strings, in Tesla, using the gaussprobe.  (Make sure that it lies 

flat in order to measure the magnetic field along the surface normal.)   

 

4. We have prepared several metal sheets, 0.6 mm thick.  Which of these have ferromagnetic 

elements (elemental metals of which are ferromagnetic), and which are ferromagnetic alloys?  

Test them: 

 

a. high-purity Cu 

b. 316 stainless steel (Fe74Cr16 Ni10,) 

c. brass (Cu70Zn30),  

d. aluminum 

e. Ni 625 alloy (Ni60Al40) 

f. Pure Fe (circular, in plastic bag, a little thicker) 

 

5. Do any of these attenuate the static magnetic field?  Place a gaussprobe on one side and a 

magnet on the other, and compare measurements for the different foils. 

 

6. Measure, on the guitar, the signal attenuation when you place these foils between the string 

and the pickup.  What happens to the signal: attenuation (lower volume), gain (higher volume), 

no change?  Try to pluck with identical strength and compare the volume that you measure in 

the spectrum analyzer.  Compare a-f and rationalize your results.   

 


